
IronNet Customer Program: 
No-cost, no-obligation upgrade to 
Stamus Security Platform (SSP)
On September 29, 2023, IronNet - a publicly traded company developing and marketing 

network detection and response solutions - filed an 8-K with the US Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) indicating it has ceased operations. 

For a limited time, Stamus Networks is offering all IronNet customers a no-cost, no-obligation 

transition to Stamus Security Platform (SSP).

SUMMARY OF SOLUTION

Stamus Networks will help transition your security operations from IronNet to the Stamus 

Security Platform (SSP) and provide you with a license to SSP at no charge for the remainder of 

your current IronNet license period.

Stamus Networks will prepare and onboard your organization just like all our customers, and 

we will support you just like our paying customers. In addition, we will work with you to 

transition your existing threat intelligence and Suricata rules onto the Stamus Security 

Platform.

And there will be absolutely no obligation to renew with Stamus Networks at the end of that 

period.

What’s the catch? 

Actually, there is none. On October 6, 2023, the Stamus Networks board of directors 

authorized the company to provide this solution to IronNet customers who have been left 

without a supported network security solution.

While we are confident that you will find Stamus Security Platform to be a powerful addition to 

your security operations, you are under no obligation to renew after this no cost period.
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Stamus Networks believes in a world where defenders are heroes, and a future where 
those they protect remain safe. As defenders face an onslaught of threats from well-
funded adversaries, we relentlessly pursue solutions that make the defender’s job easier 
and more impactful. A global provider of high-performance network-based threat 
detection and response systems, Stamus Networks helps enterprise security teams 
accelerate their response to critical threats with solutions that uncover serious and 
imminent risk from network activity. Our advanced network detection and response 
(NDR) solutions expose threats to critical assets and empower rapid response.

ABOUT STAMUS NETWORKS

Contact Stamus Networks for a consultation and live demonstration to determine if SSP is a 

good fit for your organization: contact@stamus-networks.com 

450 E 96th St. Suite 500
Indianapolis, IN 46240

United States

5 Avenue Ingres
75016 Paris

France
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WHAT IS INCLUDED

Stamus Security Platform at the premium “Stamus NDR” license tier, including:

• Stamus Network Probe™ – software that inspects and analyzes all network traffic using deep 

packet inspection (DPI) to perform real-time threat detection, enriches the resulting events with 

extensive metadata, and captures network protocol transactions, flow data, extracted files, and 

packets (PCAPs). May be deployed in private cloud, public cloud, on-premise, or hybrid 

environments. This program includes licenses for an unlimited number of probes.

• Stamus Central Server™ – software provides the centralized management of the probes, third 

party threat intelligence and rulesets, consolidated event storage and a central integration point. 

It includes an additional layer of machine learning and algorithmic threat detection, along with 

automated event triage – enabled by tagging and classification. Finally, the Stamus Central 

Server provides a powerful threat hunting and incident investigation user interface. May be 

deployed in private cloud, public cloud, on-premise, or hybrid environments.

• Subscription to Stamus Labs threat intel, threat detection feeds, and rulesets, updated daily

• Subscription to Proofpoint ETPro Suricata ruleset

• Integration of your existing threat intelligence feeds and custom Suricata rules

• Complete access to open APIs and response-trigger integrations (via Webhooks)

• Complete onboarding and integration support

• Up to 16 hours of administrator and analyst onboarding training

• Custom detection development training

• Regular skill development training

• Ongoing support 8 a.m.  – 5 p.m. in your local time Monday through Friday

Note: for monitoring 40 Gbps and greater network connections, Stamus Network Probes must 

be deployed on Stamus Appliances at an additional cost.
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